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The heat is rising and water levels are dropping. This is the time of year when the tension starts building in the bush, 

as resources dwindle to meagre levels yet the anticipation of the coming rains slowly starts to increase. Traditionally 

we get our first rain in October, so if the animals that are holding on through the last grip of the dry season can wait 

for just one more month, the bush should be bursting to life about them. The impala ewes are all starting to show 

signs of being heavily pregnant, as are the wildebeest cows, zebra mares so for them in particular the rains can’t 

come soon enough.
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Trees that give life during September, spring – A lovely reminder how beautiful change can be. Hello spring and 

goodbye winter, you treated us well. As August came to an end, so dies our Winter months and we can now look 

forward to a little bloom. Spring is a stunning month in the bush, bringing about subtle changes and the excitement 

of warmer temperatures, blooming colours and magical calls.     

Our Dombeya (Wild Pear), usually noticeable by its cream white flowers all over the reserve, is one of the first trees 

we can see to bloom, gorgeous vibrant white flowers out in and amongst the brown and grey colours the winter 

has left us. Not only are we looking at our trees to tell us spring has arrived, but we can hear it too!  Some of our 

migratory birds have arrived back from their epic journeys.
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The Sausage tree blooms now, before the first rains arrive, thus monopolizing all the attention of pollinators and 

dispersers. It does not have to wait for rain as it has deep root systems that access ground water channels, enabling 

it to defy all the elements. At night the flowers open into a crimson red and as the sun rises, many of them can be 

seen below the tree, littering the ground. This in turn attracts many antelope species such as Bushbuck, nyalas and 

Impala that actively feed on the flowers.

Vervet monkeys and baboons feed on the whole flower. If you look closely these primates are also feeding on the 

caterpillars that are consuming the leaves, and at the same time bees work hard to pollinate the tree during the 

day and bats take over their pollination duties at night. In the late summer, another tree gives life – the Marula tree. 

Standing tall, the Marula produces nutritious fruits whose flesh is a great source of vitamin C and at the centre of 

which lies a nut enriched with protein. This helps many herbivores and omnivores before the seasons change and 

resources become scarce. The Luna Moth is a perfect example of how reliant some animals are on some trees. The 

Luna Moth caterpillar not only feeds on the Marula leaves, but also builds a silky cocoon on its branches. Once the 

caterpillar has metamorphosed, it transforms into a green moth with a wing pattern that mimics owl eyes, and a tail 

of wings that look like leaf stems. It is well adapted to reproduce for just a few days and lay its eggs on the leaves of 

the Marula tree, starting the life cycle over again.
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When it comes to animals, embarking on your first safari experience, one of the first animals you will encounter are 

the impalas. They are beautiful animals that belong to the antelope family and when you get to see them for the first 

time, you will be filled with joy and excitement trying to take as much photos as you can, to capture that memory 

forever.      

As you carry on with your safari experience you will get to see a lot more impalas, more than what you would have 

imagined, and this could make you lose interest in them. But if you only knew how interesting and successful they 

are, it will be very difficult to lose interest in them. They might be one of the most overlooked animals on Mabula, 

but those that overlook them don’t know what they are missing.  Let us all learn more about impalas…

The reason there are so many impalas might be because they have a very successful breeding behaviour.  The peak 

of the mating season is around April – May. During this period, they will divide themselves into two separate herds.  

The first herd will be a harem herd which consists of one dominant ram and a lot of ewes. This herd will slowly be 

followed by the second herd known as a bachelor herd consisting of only males.  
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The dominant male will be so busy herding his females together; mating with them; and chasing intruding bachelor 

males away, that he doesn’t always groom himself properly or feed properly, which will cause him to lose condition 

and become weaker.  By this time a stronger male from the bachelor herd will chase the weaker male away and take 

over as the new dominant male.  This cycle will continue until all the females in the herd are impregnated, which will 

ensure new genes to cycle into the herd on a regular basis, reducing the risk of interbreeding

Impalas have a six-month gestation period and will give birth around November – December.  By all giving birth 

in a short period of time, they flood the market, predators will be able to kill a lot of young lambs but will never be 

able to kill all of them. The females can prolong their pregnancy period while waiting for the first rains to water the 

vegetation. This is important as more lush green vegetation will help the females produce enough milk for their 

lambs and the lambs will have a sufficient food source when they start feeding on vegetation. 

Impalas roam in grassland and woodland areas and are mixed feeders, meaning they browse and they graze. They 

are not restricted to just leaves or grass but can eat plenty of both.  This is vital in a drought situation. Living in big 

herds is very advantageous for them as the more eyes, ears, and noses there are, the easier it will be for them to 

pick up on predators.  It only takes one individual in the herd to spot a predator and sound the alarm, and before 

you know it the whole herd is aware of the predator.  In some cases, the whole herd will mob the predator by alarm 

calling and moving together as one towards the predator. This could cause the predator to lose confidence and 

move away. I have only mentioned a few facts about impalas and already they sound more interesting! Come join 

us on a Mabula safari and you will be amazed at how much more you can learn about impalas…
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We all know and love giraffes. Well, most of us do. Their towering necks stand out in the landscape and their 

beautiful coats make them unmistakable. Of all the animals that people hope to see when out on safari, giraffe are 

definitely up there near the top of the checklist. For such a world-renowned species though, there are many facts 

about them that you may never have heard before. Here are a few to help you charm your mates at your next 

dinner party…

We all know that giraffe are the tallest of all the animals out here, but did you know that giraffe’s eyes are even 

bigger than those of elephant, rhino and hippo? Ostriches aren’t the only land animals on safari that have large eyes. 

Giraffe have excellent vision in almost all directions, which they use to their advantage to keep safe by constantly 

scanning the landscape for threats such as lions.
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Giraffe have the biggest eyes of the mammals seen on safari. We all know that giraffe are the tallest of all the animals 

out here, but did you know that giraffe’s eyes are even bigger than those of elephant, rhino and hippo? Ostriches 

aren’t the only land animals on safari that have large eyes. Giraffe have excellent vision in almost all directions, which 

they use to their advantage to keep safe by constantly scanning the landscape for threats such as lions. The head is 

roughly two metres above the heart. With the head of a giraffe being anywhere from 3,5 metres to 5,5 metres off the 

ground, the blood has to travel a long way up the neck to the head. This poses quite a challenge, thus giraffe have 

an extremely high blood pressure to pump blood around the body. The heart is not all that big but beats at double 

the rate of humans at around 170-180 beats per minute. The heart has to work very hard to maintain blood-flow 

throughout the body, which leads in to the next fascinating fact…

Giraffe have the thickest skin of all land mammals. Due to the high blood pressure maintained within a giraffe’s body, 

the skin has developed to be exceedingly thick. The skin acts almost like a compression suit to prevent the pooling 

of blood due to such high pressure. Imagine how quickly a giraffe would bleed out from a tiny scratch if the skin was 

not thick?! The capillaries are thick-walled and inelastic to avoid this. Furthermore, the skin is about 16 millimetres 

thick, which is more than double the thickness of elephant or hippo skin. Hard to believe!

Giraffe calves can stand up within minutes of being born. Weighing in at a hefty 100 kilograms at birth, newborn 

giraffes fall from quite a height as a welcome to the world. Just like all antelope species, they are incredibly 

vulnerable at a young age, thus need to be able to get up and move with their mother as soon as possible to avoid 

being preyed upon. It can take as little as 15 minutes from birth to walking in giraffe! 
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The name is derived from an Arabic word ‘Giraffe’” is potentially derived from one of two origins. ‘Zarafa’ is an Arabic 

word that means ‘one who walks swiftly’. ‘Xirapha’, a slight variation refers to the ‘graceful one’. Both theories refer 

to the way in which a giraffe walks though, with both left legs moving together then both right legs etc. so as to not 

trip over the long limbs. The scientific name on the other hand, Giraffa Camelopardalis refers to the beautiful coat 

resembling a leopard. In Latin it refers to a camel in a leopard coat or leopard skin! Although unrelated to camels, 

both camels and giraffe have the same stepping pattern of movement with both legs on one side moving together. 

Giraffe do not have true horns. The ‘horns’ of giraffe are more correctly termed ‘ossicles’. They are present at birth 

but are not connected to the skull and lie flat on the head. After birth, the cartilage ‘floating horns’ slowly turn 

upright and begin to ossify into bone and connect to the skull. Unlike horns, which are covered in keratin, ossicles 

have a skin covering. In male giraffe the tips of the ossicles take on a bald appearance from fights with other males 

whereas females ossicles have black tufts of hair around the top. Male giraffe also develops a third horn-like bump 

on the forehead from ossification in the region as a result of fighting over their lives.

The vertebrae below the head are specially designed for stretching to reach leaves. Giraffe have the same number 

of vertebra in their necks (seven) as most mammals. The bones are just much longer and larger. The last join in the 

vertebra between the base of the head and the neck (the axis/atlas joint) is extremely flexible, allowing giraffe to 

put their heads at an almost vertical angle from the neck. This is unusual in mammals (try look straight up and see 

how limited our movement is). It allows giraffe to reach the tallest of branches that not even elephants can reach, 

enabling exclusive access to a precious resource – fresh leaf shoots and flowers.
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The tongue is prehensile and is blueish black in colour. The 45 cm tongue of giraffes is bluish black in colour and 

is incredibly tough in order to withstand the thorns around which it wraps during feeding. Unlike all of our tongues, 

giraffe can control the tip of their tongue and loop it around branches and leaves in a prehensile manner, almost like 

the way a chameleon uses its tail. This enables giraffe to pull branches into their mouth or strip leaves of the tips of 

branches.

Giraffe can run at about 55-60 kph. Almost as if they are running in slow motion, these gentle giants can sure put 

up a good effort out the starting blocks reaching top speeds of about 34-37 miles per hour. They put their long 

necks forward, heads down and gallop in a rather peculiar looking fashion! Giraffe sleep sitting up. When they do 

sleep, giraffe will sit down, mostly with the head and neck up and doze for a few minutes at a time. Every now and 

then, for a few minutes, they may curl the neck around and place the head on the rump. This will normally be in a 

large open clearing or on a crest, where they feel safer and have the time to stand up and run away before anything 

sneaks up on them. A large portion of rest will be acquired during rumination. This is the period of time when 

they regurgitate partially digested food (the cud) back into the mouth and re-chew it, swallowing it again to gather 

maximum nutrients and moisture – just like cows do. During rumination, animals’ brains are alert but in a much 

more relaxed state than normal activity, enabling a period of rest and recovery. Giraffes sleep for less than two hours 

a day in short intervals compared to their main predator – lions – who can sleep for 18-20 hours per day! A rather 

unfair playing field…
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The effortless soaring of birds is always intriguing to watch as they glide along with ease, either scanning the ground 

below for a meal or simply getting from one point to another. The way that birds achieve soaring is by taking 

advantage of the hot African sun. As the sun heats the ground, columns of warm air start to rise. These pockets of 

warm air are known as thermals.

Most large birds (eagles, vultures and storks) have short broad wings which allow them to generate lift and remain 

highly manoeuvrable at low speeds. Once in a thermal they will keep forward momentum by slowly gliding 

downwards but at a slower rate than the air rising around them, therefore gaining height. The birds will fly in tight 

circles to remain in the thermal. To cover distance, birds will fly from thermal to thermal. Flying between thermals 

results in a loss in altitude and on arrival at the new thermal, the altitude will have to be regained.   

Birds also use soaring while migrating. This is an extremely energy efficient means of getting around and can use as 

little as 30% more energy than roosting or sitting on the nest.
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THE MABULA FASHION SHOW THIS HERITAGE DAY 

Our rich and varied cultural heritage has a profound power to help build our nation. The 24th of September, our 

much loved Heritage Day.  This day is a celebration of the diversity of cultures we have in our country and there’s no 

doubt that there was a buildup of anticipation leading up to this eventful day. This year we encouraged all the staff to 

dress to their heritage, express their culture and feel truly themselves in attire that represented them.

Each individual transformed themselves through radiant materials, textures and items handed down from 

generation-to-generation. From beaded headpieces, pedi, tswana and shweshwe fabrics, guests were treated to an 

array of colours, cultures and expressions.
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We are all our very own trees, standing tall and unique, but connected by our deep roots which entangle around 

each other supporting and keeping individuals connected. What an incredible day it was having the Mabula Family 

show casing their heritage attires, brought together from all walks of life and all corners of Mabula, connected by 

our love for South Africa, and its heritage and respect and care for one another.

It is important to be aware of how trees fit into the ecological cycle and, in light of the current fires burning 

uncontrollably through the Amazon, to remain aware of how our reliance on rainforests and trees is ever so 

important.

I put myself into a test this year and see if I can challenge those who guide actively, I am guiding part time. My role 

changed in 2018 when I moved into conservation and became Madjuma Reserve Manager, currently I am guiding 

twice a week and doing specialist safaris for our guests. It is good to know that I am still hanging up at the top by 

obtaining second place on the Lilizela Tourism awards in Limpopo 2019.  I encourage all guides to enter this awards 

to test your knowledge and compete among best guides on the industry. The winner for Limpopo is Sydney Mikosi, 

who also started his guiding career here at Mabula in the 2008.

That is all for this month. Enjoy reading

From Isaiah and Mabula family

Bushveld Greetings


